
WRITE ADDRESS ON A4 ENVELOPE SIZES

Preferred Large Letter envelope size. .. used DL, C5 and A4 sized paper- based envelopes and provides .. Enter your
PPI licence number.

Cover paper is more rigid and must be scored before it can be folded. Measuring 84mm by mm, this envelope
can fit a piece of A5 paper folded into quarters or a piece of A7 paper. When using a label instead of writing
directly on the envelope, put the return address in the upper left corner of the label and the delivery address in
the lower right section. The envelope in the illustration below is positioned to the right, face down, flap at the
top, and the short edge is being fed into the printer, in accordance with the settings in the dialog box shown
above. Most letters, postcards, bills, statements and greeting cards fall into this category. Print the envelope
again. Real paper grading is an international system used by paper mills and the printing industry to grade
quality on a scale from 1 to 5. But high quality uncoated papers are generally used by designers for a more
prestigious or elegant look on letterheads, envelopes, high quality brochures and packaging. The USPS
strongly recommends including a return address in all cases, including on large envelopes, in case the mail
can't be delivered to the recipient or is damaged during shipping. Load the envelope as indicated in the dialog
box. Here are the key things to include: Full name of the recipient Building name Building number and full
street name Town. If none of the choices matches your envelope size, scroll to the bottom of the list, click
Custom size, and then type the dimensions of your envelope in the Width and Height boxes. That is why it is
generally used in the printing of brochures, magazines, book covers and art books who have large
photographs. For some premium services, the post office requires you to use an official USPS mailing label
with room for both addresses. Since these differ from country to country, be careful to respect international
rules and regulations if your envelope is to be shipped out of the country, especially in bulk as a commercial
mailing. The printer driver tells Word which way the envelope should be loaded into the printer, and this
information is displayed in the Printing Options tab of the Envelope Options dialog box. The face is the side
that the address is printed on. In North America they also measure Cover stock thickness in points. References
U. An average C5 envelope measures mm by mm. Unlike landscape envelopes where the delivery address can
be near the bottom, it should be as close to the top of the envelope as possible in portrait orientation while
keeping the 1-inch buffer between the bottom of the return address and top of the delivery address.


